about me

I am a highly motivated, multi-talented designer seeking a position where I may exercise my
passion for innovation and creativity while also utilizing my depth of experience in the fields of
marketing, web design/development and print design. In addition to my artistic abilities and
panoply of technical skills, I am an enthusiastic team player with exceptional collaborative and
interpersonal abilities. My 10+ years of experience have also trained me to succeed in the areas
of client/vendor relationships, negotiations, multitasking, production management and client
communication. Whether I am developing a new product landing page or designing
a personalized marketing strategy, I conduct myself with discipline, respect for others,
and the desire to excel in a deadline-focused environment.

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Studio Art with a focus
in Graphic Design

My objective is to obtain a hands-on, full-time Senior Designer or Art Director position
with a focus on UX/UI, traditional design work & digital design.

Additional Skills: HTML/CSS

Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI

skills & tools

skills & tools

Adobe Creative Suite CC - Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign. Sketch, UXPin

my experience
RED CL AY INTERACTIVE | SENIOR DESIGNER

Strategic designer on the Marketing team as well as UI/UX designer
on website projects

Help standardize the agencies website UX/UI as well as create a custom

4.09 - 2 .12

8.16 - PRESENT

my experience

THE DESIGN PUB | DESIGNER & ASST. PM
Responsible for creating ads, banners, promotional pieces, etc.,
for clients around the U.S.

Acted as Assistant Production Manager for a multitude of projects

client dashboard to help keep projects within scope and their timeline

for a variety of clients, all while effectively setting and communicating

Projects:

expectations

Accenture, 4A’s, SouthernLinc, MRI Software, APTOS, Engle Martin

Consistently and accurately met deadlines and project requirements

FULL MEDIA | SENIOR DESIGNER & DEVELOPER

Designed and developed functional and custom website for a variety
of small to mid-sized businesses from start to finish
Worked as the lead designer with the design, development &
programming team to create custom web experiences on Full Media’s

3.09 - 5.09

in an efficient manner

SELLIER DESIGN | GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Produced high-quality print materials and web designs, such as
brochures and interactive city sites
Worked on various projects and designs while accurately

proprietary CMS and WordPress

communicating design vision and direction from Creative Director

Streamlined and standardized RFPs, SOWs, and other internal

and Clientele

documentation and processes for the agency
Lead training for Intermediate and Junior designers and interns while
providing ongoing mentoring for other team members
Projects: University Healthcare, NGHS, SGHS, Shane’s Rib Shack

5.08 - 2.09

2 .12 - 8.16

4121 CHATHAM CREST LN BUFORD, GA 30518 | 734.250.0634
SARAHGRASSO.COM | SARAHGRASSO1@GMAIL.COM

SARAH GRASSO

education

education

about me

MIGHT Y 8TH MEDIA | GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Conceptualized new and innovative designs for marketing materials
and print collateral to reflect client vision
Created print and website designs for new & established clients

